User Principles for the Computer

Citizens of the city of Schneverdingen and non-local users have the option to use the public Internet in the library.

Access authorization

Persons with perfection of the 10th year of life who are in the possession of a valid library or identity card are entrance authorized. Minors need once the written declaration of consent of one education-justifiable.

Usage condition

The call of illegal services liable to corrupt the young, of entgeltpflichtigen sides is forbidden and lead at contraventions for the exclusion of the use. The same applies to manipulation of hard and software.

The entrance time is restricted for an hour. She can be exceeded after arrangement. A reservation of Internet Square is by phone or personally possible. Not observed appointments are allocated elsewhere after 5 minutes. Search results can be stored printed however not on data carriers, like con-way of playing USB-Sticks.

Liability

The library is the one about this one didn't provide line and the entrance responsibly for the contents, the availability and the quality of offers of third parties called be. Furthermore the town library isn't liable for consequences

• from violations of the copyright by users of the EDP jobs
• from contract obligations between users and Internet service providers
• from damages which result for a user due to faulty contents of the media taken advantage of by him
• from damages which result for a user from the use of the library jobs and the media offered there at files or media straps
• from damages which result for a user from data misuse of third parties due to the insufficient protection of data privacy on the Internet.
The library doesn't assume any guarantee for

- the function ability of the hard and software provided by her and
- the availability the one of her at this accessible one to jobs information and media.

The users commit themselves

- observing the legal regulations of the punishing and protection of children and young people law and using illegal information at EDP works neither still spread
- not manipulating any files and programs of the town library or third parties
- not using protected data
- taking on the costs for the elimination of damages which are rough negligent or caused deliberately to the equipment and media of the town library
- taking on all costs arising from it at passing on of her accounts to third parties
- not carrying out any changes in the job and net configurations
- not clearing technical disturbances independently
- not installing any programs from the net at works.

Violations of these regulations lead to the exclusion of the Internet use.

I hereby apply as a user for the Internet. I have taken note of the above use guidelines and appreciate them with my signature.

Family name: _______________ First name: ___________________

Address: ________________________________________________

Birthday: ________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________

Registration of minor users:
I approve that my daughter / my son __________________________
use the public Internet in the library.

Birthday of the child / children: ________________________________

Date: _______________ Signature: ______